Activity 2: Find, Look & Point Out!

Where in the book can you find these special things? You can look in the Story Time recording, or in a copy of the book:

1) **Yuyi’s childhood drawings.**
   As a child, Yuyi sat and drew next to her mom while her mom worked on her sewing machine.
   Clue: Search for a sewing machine and a child drawing and dreaming. Can you find the drawings Yuyi made as a child?

2) **Yuyi’s embroidered letters.**
   Yuyi’s mom taught her how to embroider. She used these skills to embroider colorful words for her book.
   Clue: The embroidered letters are located in two different pages. Begin searching in the book cover. Can you find the 4 embroidered words in the book? What do these words say?

3) **Three different animals that migrate between the US and Mexico.**
   These animals make long journeys to find a safe place to feed and raise their young.
   Clue: The migrating animals in the book all have wings. Can you find the three migrating animals in the story?

4) **The gifts Yuyi brought to the US.**
   No clue here! But extra points if you can answer: What do the gifts symbolize or mean to Yuyi and her child?